OG8020 Tablet Manual

8FMDPNF5P
Each OGAWA top 3D massage chair is equipped with a tablet, which replace the traditional buttons remote to
operate the chair via Bluetooth built-in, let you enjoy the most advanced and easy massage experience. Meanwhile,
the tablet also gives you much convenience for your business (supports Word, Excel, send & receive e-mails...) and
entertainment (supports 3D game, chatting, movie playback, eBooks.....). For your easy using, before beginning,
suggest reading the manual following.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES
Please adjust the volume of the player to a moderate level and balance the using time while using the earphone to
protect your hearing.
s$ONOTDISCONNECTTHETABLETSUDDENLYWHENFORMATTINGORUPLOADINGANDDOWNLOADING WHICHCANLEADTO
program errors.
s$ONOTDISMANTLETHETABLETBYYOURSELF ANDDONOTUSEALCOHOL THINNERSORBENZENETOCLEANITSSURFACE
s4HETABLETDOESSUPPORT53"CHARGING)FYOUWANTTOCHARGETHETABLET ITISPREFERREDTOUSETHESUPPLIED
ORIGINALPOWERADAPTORAS53"CHARGINGSPEEDISSLOWER
s2EADTHIS5SER-ANUALCAREFULLY-AKESUREYOUKNOWHOWTOUPGRADETHETABLET OTHERWISEDONOTUPGRADEITBY
yourself.
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KEYS AND FUNCTIONS
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1.Distance Sensor

Distance sensor

2. Front camera

2M pixel front camera

3. Voice receiver

For receiving voice

4. Micro SD card slot(TF)

To insert your Micro SD card

5. Power and lock key

Hold and press to turn on or turn off the unit.
Briefly press to turn on or turn off the screen.

6. Volume +

Press to increase voice

7. Volume -

Press to decrease voice

8. MIC

For recording voice

9/10. Speakers

Speakers

2ESET Tablet reset
12. Earphone Jack

To insert earphone

53"PORT

For connecting tablet and PC computer

14. HDMI Port

HDMI output

2EARCAMERA

5M pixel rear camera.

16. Flash light

Flash while taking picture under dark condition
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GETTING STARTED
3.1 Turn on/off
3.1.1 Turn on
To start your tablet, press and hold the power key at the right side of your tablet for a while. Tap and drag the lock
out of the circle to unlock.
3.1.2 Turn off
To Power off your tablet, press and hold the power button until the dialogs appear and tap “Power off” and “OK”.
3.1.3 Airplane Mode
Press and hold the power button until the dialog appears and tap “Airplane Mode”.
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3.2 Lock/unlock the screen
Put your tablet in sleep mode by turning off the LCD display to save battery.To do this, shortly press the power
key. Press it again to wake up the screen.
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3.3 Sleep mode
The auto sleep time is preset at 5 minutes of inactivity. It can be adjusted in Setting-Display-Sleep.
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OGAWA APP
4.1 How to enter the OGAWA APP
5NLOCKTHETABLET FINDOUTTHE/'!7!APPONTHEDESKTOPANDTAPIT
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4.1.2 Press the OGAWA APP to enter into the main interface of the APP as below demonstrated. It includes three
sections which are Home, Public and Service.
sHome is available only after register and log-in. It not only provides more various auto-programs in the “More”
menu, but also allows each family member to create its own massage account and support each account to DIY
ITSOWNCUSTOMIZEDPROGRAMNAMEDh%XCLUSIVE6)0v
sPublic only provides quick and normal massage program without registering and log-in requirement.
sService provides an access to guide the right and full functions of chair and app, as well as advises you how
to seek for help when met problems.
sAfter accessing the “Public” or “Home”, it will guide you into the Bluetooth connecting page in setting. Please
follow below Bluetooth connecting steps and attention to ensure the chair and tablet are well connected via
Bluetooth. Then you will be able to enter and enjoy the massage program.
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4.2 How to ensure the chair and tablet are well connected via Bluetooth.
Before using the OGAWA APP, it is required to connect the Bluetooth first. Please read below steps carefully.
Step 1: Insert the power plug and turn on the swift to “1” position on the rear bottom of chair base.
Step 2: Open “Setting-->Bluetooth” to search for the Massage Chair Bluetooth ID.
Step 3: Find and connect with the Massage Chair Bluetooth ID.
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Step 4: The Bluetooth of the chair and tablet both can be occupied by one device at a time via Bluetooth.
* If the Bluetooth of the tablet has been connected to other device, un-pair it first, then try again.
* If the Bluetooth of the chair has been connected to other device, un-pair it first, then try again.
* If you have done the first two steps but the tablet still unable to connect with the Massage Chair, please contact local
customer service department.
Step 5: If the Bluetooth dropped during operating the OGAWA APP, it will turn back to the connecting page to reconnect,
and then you can renew the massage program by pressing the back icon.
Notes:
sPlease be aware of avoid covering the Bluetooth signal spot which is around the power and lock key while holding and
operating the tablet.
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sDistance limit of Bluetooth connection
To guarantee the stability of the Bluetooth connection, the longest distance between the chair and tablet should
be within 9ft while enjoying the massage or speaker music. And be aware that if the music out from head speaker
sounded disturbing, it must be the Bluetooth connection not stable.
4.3 For more information about OGAWA Application, please refer to the app user guide in the tablet.
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4.4 Updating OGAWA APP
Step 1: Find the setting menu in the right corner of the Home page.
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3TEP0RESSITANDAWINDOWWILLCOMEOUT0RESSh!BOUTvANDTHENh5PDATESv
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Step 3: Press “update” to update to the newest version.
Note: The APP updating works only when WI-FI is well connected.
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NETWORK CONNECTION
5.1 Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi can only be used when it connects with home Wi-Fi Access Point (AP) or a free unsecured Wi-Fi hotpot. Tap “Wi-Fi” to
turn it on under “Wireless & Networks”. After a moment, your Wi-Fi networks list should populate. If you need to rescan for
available networks, tap

on the upper right corner.

5.1.1 Turn on Wi-Fi
Within the App Panel, tap “Settings” → “Wi-Fi” to turn on the Wi-Fi.
Your tablet lists the networks it finds within range. Tap a network to connect. Enter password if necessary, and tap “Connect”.
When your tablet is connected to the network, the wireless indicator appears in the status bar. Waves indicate connection
strength.
5.1.2 Turn off Wi-Fi
Please turn off Wi-Fi if you’re not using to save the battery.If you want to turn on the Wi-Fi, please tap it again.
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5.1.3 Add a Wi-Fi network
5SERSMAYALSOADDA7I &INETWORKUNDERhSETTINGSv)NhSETTINGSv TAPh vONTHEUPPERRIGHTCORNER%NTERTHE
SSID (name) of the network. If necessary, enter security or other network configuration details. Touch Save.
5.2 Bluetooth
5.2.1 Make device visible
You should pair your tablet with a device. Once you pair your tablet with a device successfully they stay paired
unless you un-pair them.
Tap “Bluetooth” under “Settings”. Tap Bluetooth to turn it on and tap “Search for devices” on the upper right
corner. Then the Bluetooth indicator appears in the status bar.
5.2.2 Scan for devices
After scanning, there will be a list of the IDs of all available Bluetooth devices in range. If you want to pair with the
device, please make sure the device is turned on and set to be visible.
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5.2.3 Pair with the Bluetooth device
Tap the name of an available Bluetooth device to pair with. Tap “pair” in the popup dialog “Bluetooth pairing
request”. If the pairing is successful, your tablet connects to the device. Example: to transmit a photo.
Go to “Gallery”, choose a photo to share. Tap any spot on the photo to view a submenu. Tap icon

→

,

and then choose the device name in the paired devices list. The photo will then be sent. You can touch the right
icon to un-pair the device.
Note:
After pairing, it shows under the Bluetooth device “Paired but not connected”, but file transmission is still possible.
You can see the received files by touching the right corner icon. At present, the Bluetooth function only supports
files transmission. To extend battery life, turn Bluetooth power off when not in use.
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INTERNET AND MUSIC
6.1 Internet Browsing
Before using your browser, make sure Wi-Fi or internet is connected. In your app panel, tap the browser icon
to open your browser.
4APTHEADDRESSBAR THE!NDROIDKEYBOARDWILLAPPEARFORYOURENTRYOFKEYWORDSOR52,

New tap

Tap the

bookmark
this page

Open
bookmarks

icon in the top corner of the brower page to open the submenu.
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Submenu

6.2 Music
After loading your music into your tablet, tap the music icon

to open the music player. You can select songs

by Artist, Albums, Songs or Play Lists.
The media player allows you to shuffle, skip, or pause your current selection and even displays the album artwork
when available.
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CAMERA AND GALLERY
7.1 Camera
Tap the

icon to open camera. Your tablet is built in 2M front camera and 5M rear camera. You can take a

photo, or a video both by front camera and rear camera.
Note: After you power on your tablet, you can go to camera directly by dragging the lock to left.
Note: Auto Focus function, tap anywhere on the camera screen, the camera will focus on the spot you are tapping
to. As the picture shows.
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7.2 Gallery
You can view, show off, and even edit your digital pictures on the tablet’s full color, high-resolution display. After
loading your media, tap Gallery

to display your pictures.

Tap the picture you want to display, and slide right or left to show other pictures. Tap the menu icon, you can
edit, rotate, crop, or set it as wallpaper.
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SETTINGS
Tap the “Settings” icon to go to the settings. You can check and set wireless & networks, sound, display, storage,
battery, accounts & sync, security, language, date & time, about tablet, etc.
sWi-Fi: Tap “Settings” and “Wireless & Networks” to turn on Wi-Fi and scan. It will show a list of Wi-Fi networks
scanned in range. Choose a strong Wi-Fi network to connect. (You may need to input the password).
sBluetooth: turn on Bluetooth, enable the file transmission.
sData usage: Tape "data usage" to monitor how much data tablet has been used.
sMore: Tape "More" to check out more setting for the “Wireless Networks“.
sSound: Turn on/off touch sound by tapping “Sound”—“Touch Sounds”.
s$ISPLAY4OSET"RIGHTNESS 7ALLPAPER 3LEEP $AYDREAM &ONTSIZE 7IRELESSDISPLAY
sHDMI: Tap “HDMI” can turn on/off the HDMI or tuning the HDMI resolution, etc.
sScreenshot Setting: Tap “Screenshot Setting”, press the option “how screenshot button on the status bar”, there
will be a screenshot button on the bar.
s3TORAGE#HECKINTERNALSTORAGEHERE)FYOUINSERTA4&CARD OR53"DISK YOUCANCHECKTHETOTALANDAVAILABLE
SPACEFORYOUR4&CARDOR53"DISK)FYOUDONOTNEEDEXTRASPACE PLEASEREMOVE4&CARDOF53"DISKPROPERLY
sBattery: Check the battery status here.
sApps: Tap "apps" to monitor how many applications in the tablet and the remaining storage can be used.
sLocation access: Tap location access to manually turn on/off the location sharing for the different application
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such as if you need to use map, you need to turn on the location access first.
sSecurity: To set the pad lock by using pattern, pin or password, etc.
sLanguage &input: To set language and keyboard input.
sBackup &reset: To go to submenu "Back up my data" and "Factory data reset". If you choose factory data reset,
all data from your tablet's internal storage will be erased. Choose this option carefully.
sAdd account: If you like to have more service such as download different application, you can create a Google
account in here.
s$ATETIME)NDATETIME YOUCANSETTHEAUTOMATICTIMEZONEORMANUALLYSETTHETIME ALSODATEFORMATCANBE
choosing in here.
sAccessibility: To turn on Talkback, Large text, Auto-rotated screen, etc.
sDeveloper Options: It is normally used by application or pad developer. Turn on the “Stay awake” to set the
screen no to sleep while charging, etc.
sAbout Tablet: To check information about your tablet, such as model number, android version, etc.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
1. Cannot turn on the tablet
0LEASECHARGETHETABLETIFTHEPOWERLEVELISLOWBEFOREUSING2ESETITINCASETHETABLETSTILLCANNOTBETURNEDON
2. The tablet turn on with white screen, cannot enter the system
When the battery is low, the tablet cannot be turned on. Please charge it for half an hour and then restart it to
enter the system.
3. Screen drift or unresponsive
Pin the reset button to reset your tablet and power it on again.
4. Tablet freezes, not response to touch anymore
Press the power button for a few seconds, or insert into the reset hole with some small stick.
5. The tablet cannot connect with the Massage Chair
sOpen “setting Bluetooth” to check the Bluetooth is turned on.
s Search and pair with the massage chair Bluetooth ID.
sIf the Bluetooth of the tablet has been connected to other device, un-pair it first, then try again.
sIf the Bluetooth of the chair has been connected to other device, un-pair it first, then try again.
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6. What if it got stuck and unresponsive while operating the OGAWA APP
Please try to turn off the app and re-start to enter.
7. What if I forgot my password to unlock the tablet.
You have to re-install the firmware.
8. Application not working
Possible reasons may be that this app is not compatible with your OS or the downloaded .apk file is broken so
you may try to download it again.
9.How to install application properly?
s#ONNECTTHETABLETTOTHE0#OR-AC
s#OPYTHEAPPLICATIONTOTHETABLET
s$ISCONNECTTHETABLET
s/PENTHEAPKINSTALLERAPPLICATIONINTHEMENU
sFINDTHEAPPLICATIONANDINSTALLIT
s!FTERINSTALLINGANAPPLICATION YOUSHOULDOPENTHEAPPLICATIONTOMAKESUREITCOULDRUNCORRECTLYBECAUSE
some of the application cannot pair with tablet.That would occur system bug and if that situation occurs, delete
the application and reinstall with a properly one.
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10. How to create or delete application in the desktop
sOpen the menu.
sLong press the application in the menu and drag to the rubbish bin on the upper screen.
11.How to mute the tablet
Long press the Volume – until it shows mute in the tablet.
12. What if no sound from earphone
Check if volume is set to ‘0’. Or earphone may be broken, please change for another one.
13. How to change the language
sopen the setting.
s Press the “Language& input”.
spress the “language”and choose the language in the open window.
14. Bluetooth cannot be turned in the setting by touching the ion
You can easily restart the tablet to solve this problem.
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15. Cannot rotate the screen.
sOpen settings.
sType “Accessibility”
sTurn on the “Auto-rotate screen”.
16. Cannot turn on Wi-Fi, or cannot access WIFI even though after inputting correct WIFI password
s2ESTARTTABLET
sCheck your Wi-Fi environment or restart your ADSL modem.
Note: If information above could not help you to solve problems, please reinstall the fire ware (fire ware
upgrading procedures is in the application user guide of pad) or contact local customer service
department.
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%$ON*ULIAN2D #ITYOF)NDUSTRY #!
Tel: 1-877-977-0656
Fax: 1-800-521-4712
%MAILSERVICE COZZIAUSACOM

